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RAWSON

Carpet tile solutions that complement any workspace 
with exceptional durability. Durable carpet tiles offer 
PEACE OF MIND in today’s market and can be 
achieved with all ranges offering Class 33 Rating and 
castor chair suitability too, supporting clients with 
brand confidence. Using carpet tiles for your office 
space can provide great sound reduction qualities 
of 19 to 22dB, however, to further  support the 
interest in comforting, peacefull spaces, ‘quietback’ 
is a secondary backing  which can add up to 5db 
additional sound reduction.

Rawson, a UK MANUFACTURER since 1865 follows a 
tradition of innovation, focusing on service and progression in 
line with workplace design trends, product performance and 
now offer a new range of fully recyclable carpet solutions.  
A Broad range of solutions to satisfy theme budget and  
performance requirements.



The solution dyed nylon ranges span from plain tiles for 
sinuous flowing spaces, always with the option to play 
with the 24 choice colours in the Jazz range or the modern 
Microloop tiles to provide random or planned chequer boarded 
patterns or indeed wayfinding delineation. Linear patterns, 
whether graduated or random are on offer with Rawsons Jazz 
Lines or Signal. Using the individual product page’s design 
studio can provide an insight as to each products room 
contribution in DIFFERING LAYOUT OPTIONS.
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Workspace design often calls for design-oriented carpet 
solutions to provide a pleasing and inviting environment for 
colleagues to work in. Rawson provide designer carpet tiles 
for office and workplace environments which, when used 
as a single range, or by taking advantage of matching yarns 
in 2 product ranges, can open up ENDLESS DESIGN 
POSSIBILITIES with sheet tile or plank solutions.
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Non-directional patterning can be achieved in utilising the 
natural aesthetics of new Riven. Rawson’s recent release 
has been selected as a finalist for ‘Tomorrows Contract 
Floors Awards’. Whether taking advantage of the product 
in its simplest form, or utilising MATCHING YARNS 
IN OTHER PRODUCTS to open up many workspace 
design solutions.
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Differing design layouts of the same floors can provide a 
multitude of pleasing aesthetics, supporting the design 
process and offering the best insight as to the CREATIVE 
WORKSPACE AESTHETIC solutions. Indeed BIM 
assessed products with NBS specifications and LRV values 
are all on the website. The possible layouts are unlimited 
and Rawson’s friendly experienced sales team are always 
keen to discuss their clients planned workspace aesthetic.



Get in touch with our creative sales team for more information and technical knowledge.

 +44 (0) 1924 382860       rcsales@werawson.co.uk       www.rawsoncarpetsolutions.co.uk

A suitable and aesthetically pleasing ENTRANCE 
SOLUTION to a workspace facility is important to 
provide cleaning service to foot traffic to dry and protect 
footfall before walking on the chosen interior commercial 
carpet solution. Rawson offers a broad range of patterns 
in new modern colourways to provide an impressive and 
functional entrance mat solution. Full entrance mat inlay 
solutions are also part of the service. new patterns in 
pebble and chevron are the latest additions to our range

Rawsons sustainability commitment 
to the Environment has taken a big 
step forward. BRE A+ ratings and ERP’s 
are part of the product credentials 
and provide confidence of responsible 
material and manufacturing processes. 
Now, a FULLY RECYCLABLE 
CARPET TILE SOLUTION is 
on offer called Recover. Made from 
80% recycled material and offering 
full recyclability with no additives or 
adhesives. The considered polymer 
construction affords the product 
complete recyclability back into 
PET for a multitude of further uses. 
Recover, released in 2021 offers a new 
solution for the responsible disposal 
of building textiles. Further advantages 
can be gained with light weight boxes, 
exceptional fire resistance and high 
Thermal and acoustic properties 
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